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Background: Resilience focuses on strength under stress, in the context of adversity. Walsh’s 

theoretical model identifies relational processes that allow families to tackle and overcome 

critical situations, dividing them into three domains of family function. The aim of this study 

was to assess resilience in families of patients with a chronic disease by adapting and validating 

the Italian version of the Walsh Family Resilience Questionnaire (Walsh-IT).

Patients and methods: An Italian adult sample of 421 participants (patients and relatives) 

was collected with the aim to assess the reliability and validity of the Walsh-IT. Concurrent 

validity was carried out by comparing this instrument with the Family Adaptability and Cohesion 

Evaluation Scale III (FACES III) administered at the same time as the Walsh-IT.

Results: Reliability showed high correlation between repeated measurements. The alpha 

coefficient was 0.946. Both parallel analysis and minimum average partial criteria suggested 

that the best number of domains is equal to 3, explaining 50.4% of the total variance. Based on 

the results obtained from the Rasch analysis, items 10, 11, 16, 22, and 23 have been removed 

resulting in a short-form questionnaire (Walsh-IT-R) of 26 items with three domains: shared 

beliefs and support (SBS, α=0.928); family organization and interaction (FOI, α=0.863); and 

utilization of social resources (USR, α=0.567). The total score of the Walsh-IT-R was strongly 

correlated with the total score of FACES III Real Family Scale (r=0.68; p,0.0001).

Conclusion: Results support that the Walsh-IT-R is a valid instrument for the assessment of 

family resilience in Italy when contending with the challenges of chronic disease. It could be 

used in pre- and post-assessment in practice effectiveness research, offering a profile of family 

resilience processes at the start and end of interventions and follow-up.

Keywords: family resilience, chronic illness, assessment, Rasch model, family functioning

Introduction
Family resilience is the ability of families to weather and rebound from crisis and per-

sistent life challenges as strengthened and more resourceful, summoning the complete 

mental health field to relocate resilience from an individual concept to a family and 

community one.1,2 Resilience is the fundamental concept to understand why some 

families are devastated by traumatic events, such as illnesses, disability, or loss, while 

others adapt or even grow stronger. This approach affirms the evolutionary and self-

healing potential of families to overcome crisis and difficulties in their lives.

The theoretical–clinical model of family resilience by Walsh1,3 is characterized 

by a focus shift, from dysfunction and limitations of families and individuals to 

their resourceful capacities, from pathology to functionality, and from a problematic 

situation to possibility.

Family resilience involves the complex interaction of several processes over the 

course of time; from the way, a family – as a functional unity – reacts to a critical 
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situation to its capacity to deal with transient conditions of 

disorganization to newly developed strategies when difficult 

times emerge, in the short and long term.

From a systemic perspective, the fundamental presuppo-

sition is that even though the disease affects a single subject it 

is a critical family event that raises profound reactions of the 

whole nucleus and in turn affects the course of events, over 

time. Consequently the role of relatives, with their systems 

of beliefs, values, and behaviors, are essential to favor, or on 

the contrary, to make more difficult, a patient’s compliance 

to the program of cure, the achievement of rehabilitation 

outcomes, social and occupational reintegration.

The concept of family resilience is an integrative part 

of the family systems – illness model by Rolland4,5 – which 

provides a reference framework for resilience-oriented 

assessment and intervention with families dealing with 

chronic diseases and disability. In the chronic phase, recurrent 

or persistent stressors pose different psychosocial challenges 

over time.

Some situations require a long-term adaptation to a “new 

normal,” others require families to repeatedly shift onto a 

“roller-coaster” course, while still others require adaptation to 

a progressive decline, as in the varied trajectories of chronic 

illness. Each period has certain basic tasks, independent of 

the type of illness. Moreover, each type of illness has specific 

supplementary tasks.

The improvement in medical treatments and increase 

in life expectancy have led to a higher incidence of chronic 

illnesses and to a greater number of families dealing their 

whole life with a member having this kind of medically 

compromised condition. Consequently, the evaluation of 

the illness experience in systemic–relational terms is highly 

relevant today.

The Walsh Family Resilience Framework identified nine 

key processes involved in resilience and organized in three 

domains, or dimensions, of family functioning: family belief 

system, family organization, and communication/problem-

solving processes. These fundamental processes express them-

selves with different modalities and measures among families, 

with varied values, resources, and adverse challenges.

Although there exists a huge amount of study on family 

resilience, very few are quantitative studies of this theory. 

The analysis on Family Resilience Assessment Scale (FRAS)6 

did not confirm the Walsh theoretical model comprising nine 

key processes and three domains, highlighting a six-factor 

conceptualization to be more appropriate. The adapted and 

validated FRAS led to different results, with a construction 

of a new factor and development of a shorter version.7,8

The corresponding questionnaire, the Walsh Family 

Resilience Questionnaire,1–4 can be used in pre- and post-

assessment in practice effectiveness study, for rating within 

families changed over time, in the course of dealing with 

an adverse situation, such as adaptation processes after a 

crisis event or shift when encountering emerging challenges 

or chronic multi-stress conditions. Currently, there are no 

studies on psychometric properties of the instrument. The 

questionnaire will be of great utility for clinicians since it 

can guide therapeutic interventions focusing on resources. 

It shows also – in a simple and fast way – how family needs 

can be addressed to target treatment by monitoring the pat-

terns and evaluating the outcomes.

The aim of this study was to assess resilience in families 

of patients with a chronic disease by adapting and validating – 

starting from the Walsh Family Resilience Questionnaire1 

based on the Walsh Family Resilience Framework – the 

Italian version of the Walsh Family Resilience Question-

naire (Walsh-IT).

Patients and methods
The Walsh framework2 constituted the basis for adaptation 

in the Italian language, through construction and validation, 

of the Walsh-IT. A total of 31 items were defined by a 5-point 

Likert scale (1 very little; 5 very much) followed by an open 

question. The latter asks the patients and relatives to specify 

any other aspects that helped them to overcome a crisis.

The nine key processes of family resilience are grouped 

into three dimensions of family functioning: family belief 

systems, family organization, and communication/problem-

solving processes. The first dimension – family belief 

systems – involves 1) shared meaning-making efforts, 

2) positive outlook, and 3) transcendence and spirituality, 

which facilitate shared efforts to understand adverse situa-

tions, their impact, and efforts to overcome challenges. Family 

resilience is promoted by shared beliefs that increase general 

functioning, collaborative strategies, and movement toward 

effective recovery and growth. The second dimension – 

family organization – involves transactional processes that 

strengthen 4) flexibility, 5) connectedness/cohesion, and 

6) economic and social resources. All contribute to reorga-

nization necessary for adaptive responses to meet stressful 

challenges. The third dimension – communication/problem-

solving processes– involves 7) clarity, 8) emotional expres-

sion, and 9) collaborative problem solving. These processes 

facilitate resilience by clarifying information about adverse 

conditions, by sharing both painful and positive feelings and 

by facilitating problem solving and proactive planning.
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italian adaptation
This process followed the guidelines for the process of cross-

cultural adaptation of self-report measures9 and involved the 

following steps:

•	 Phase I: two translations were carried out independently 

by two expert clinical psychologists.

•	 Phase II: two translations were then compared to each 

other, and a final combined version was made.

•	 Phase III: back translation. The combined Italian version, 

which was given to a mother-tongue English translator, 

without reference to the original text, was translated back 

into English.

•	 Phase IV: a group of psychologists looked at the work, 

with particular attention paid to semantic equivalence, 

comprehension of terms of meaning, concepts, and psy-

chological meaning in the questionnaire.

•	 Phase V: four focus groups were organized, each com-

posed of 21 patients with chronic disease and 31 relatives 

who answered the questionnaire item by item, with the 

instruction to indicate items which were not clear or 

the reading of which could lead to possible misunder-

standings. Then, some minor changes were made which 

allowed the expression of some other concepts with 

more commonly used terminology (eg, item 9, initially 

translated as “large” was then translated as “important”). 

After the changes were made, a new back translation was 

prepared, following the suggestions of the patients and 

family members from each focus group.

•	 Phase VI: the final version, ie, the Italian translation. 

The English back translation and any comments from 

the focus groups were sent to the author (Froma Walsh), 

for her approval (received).

sample
The validation study was proposed to patients with chronic 

illnesses and their relatives, attending various health care 

institutions in the area of Brescia, a medium size city in 

northern Italy. Inclusion criteria for patients were as follows: 

age $18 years, diagnosed with chronic disease, confirmed at 

least 6 months ago, and knows Italian language. Our inclusion 

criteria for family members were as follows: age $18 years 

and knows Italian language.

The sample was composed of 421 participants: 129 con-

secutive patients and 292 relatives. All patients had chronic 

illnesses: multiple sclerosis (n=32, plus 58 relatives), chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (n=28, plus 76 relatives), 

chronic heart failure (n=26, plus 69 relatives), psychotic 

disease (n=18, plus 32 relatives), mood disorders (n=13, plus 

22 relatives), stroke exitus (n=8 patients, plus 25 relatives), 

and Parkinson’s disease (n=4, plus 10 relatives); 59% were 

hospitalized and 41% were outpatients. Sociodemographic 

data of patients and relatives are summarized in Table 1.

Procedures and measures
The validation study was approved by the central ethics 

committee of Salvatore Maugeri Foundation (872CEC). 

Both patients and relatives were informed about the aim 

of the validation study by a psychologist and invited to 

participate. After signing the informed consent, each family 

(patient and family members) received an appointment for 

the administration of the questionnaire (Walsh-IT) within 

30 days. Questionnaires were completed in one appointment 

for patients and relatives in almost all cases, and always in 

the presence of a psychologist. To evaluate the test/retest 

reliability of the instrument, a subset of 40 willing subjects 

Table 1 characteristics of the sample

Index Patients Relatives

(n=129) (n=292)

sex, male n (%) 68 (32.5%) 141 (67.4%)
age (mean ±	sD) 57.1±14.9 47.0±15.6

age range 19–79 21–79
Education n (%)
Primary 82 (64%) 141 (49%)
secondary 43 (33%) 105 (36%)
University degree 4 (3%) 44 (15%)
Marital status n (%)
single 28 (22%) 72 (25%)
Married/unmarried 82 (63%) 198 (67%)
Divorced/separated 5 (4%) 14 (5%)
Widower/widow 14 (11%) 8 (3%)
Occupation n (%)
self-employed 6 (4.6%) 32 (11%)
employed 15 (11.6%) 129 (44%)
household 12 (9.3%) 46 (16%)
retired 75 (58.1%) 54 (19%)
Unemployed 13 (10%) 17 (6%)
Other 8 (6.2%) 13 (4%)
Living situation n (%)
live alone 14 (11%) 19 (7%)
live with others 115 (89%) 273 (93%)
Degree of kinship n (%)
Parents 90 (70%) 33 (11%)
spouse 24 (19%) 81 (28%)
children 6 (5%) 156 (54%)
Brothers/sisters 7 (5%) 19 (6%)
Others 2 2 (1%)
Income n (%)
,1.000€/month 55 (43%) 104 (36%)

.1.000€/month 74 (57%) 188 (64%)
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(40 patients and 135 relatives) filled in the Walsh-IT for a 

second time, after 1–2 weeks.

Each participant (either patient or relative) responded 

individually to the following questionnaires: the Walsh-IT; 

the Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scale III 

(FACES III).10,11 The FACES III gives a measure of the “real 

family” and “ideal family” cohesion and adaptability, as they 

are sensed by the subject. On two 5-point Likert scales, the 

first 20 items assess the “real family” perception and the last 

20 assess the “ideal family” perception. The FACES III was 

utilized for the concurrent validity.

statistical analysis
The psychometric properties of the Walsh-IT were investi-

gated by the evaluation of construct validity, internal con-

sistency, and reliability. An external validation was carried 

out by confronting this instrument with the FACES III 

administered at the same time as the Walsh-IT.

Second, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA; which 

is a procedure commonly used to investigate a previous 

exploratory analysis),12,13 was applied to evaluate the fit of 

the formerly defined domains. This procedure was created 

based on the idea that the initial 31 items represented latent 

variables, and the quantity of variation in participant achieve-

ment due to the domains was obtained from the principal 

component analysis (PCA).

The factor structure was studied by means of structural 

equation modeling (SEM) to verify the hypothesized causal 

relationships. SEM is a statistical technique, which can 

quantify a domain of study using a measurement instrument. 

In this study, we have measured any variables (Y) with 

just one latent variable (ξ), namely a variable, which is not 

quantified in a direct way, but it is extracted internally from 

the model starting from measured variables. To that end, for 

every domain, only the measurement model described in the 

following paragraphs was considered, where it is a matrix 

of the coefficients of the quantified variables (Y) and is the 

error matrix.

This method14 gives the possibility of reduced complexity 

and the identification of interrelationships between variables 

to understand them. As different measures of fit, a choice 

of various fit indexes was reported. Chi-square is a relevant 

statistic used to calculate many fit measures; indeed (con-

sidering the sample size), chi-square is the expression of the 

difference between the hypothesized covariance matrix and 

the real covariance matrix. These residuals are imagined 

to have a chi-square distribution, so it is possible to verify 

whether the differences are due to an ordinary stochastic 

variability or inappropriate model.

In any case, it must be considered that when the size of 

the sample grows the degrees of freedom (df ) remain stable; 

consequently, the chi-square statistic will be increased; in 

many cases, this situation gives rise to a rejection model, 

which might be acceptable, instead.

Schermelleh-Engel et al15 suggested to confer less 

importance to the chi-square index. For this reason, chi-

square should be used just like a descriptive quantification 

of the goodness of fit. Jöreskog and Sörbom16 compared this 

quantification to df, and the results are excellent if they are 

in the range of 0–2 df; are admissible results when the range 

is 2–3 df. Having said this, the best way is using absolute fit 

indexes that are only related to how well the supposed model 

fits the sample data (eg, root mean square error of approxi-

mation and standardized root mean residual) or incremental 

fit statistics that compare a reference model to evaluate the 

quantity of model fit improvement (eg, non-normed fit index, 

comparative fit index, and adjusted goodness-of-fit index). 

The value of standardized root mean residual is excellent 

when below 0.05 and is admissible for values below 0.10; 

root mean square error of approximation is excellent for 

values below 0.05 and is admissible when below 0.08. 

Non-normed fit index, comparative fit index, and adjusted 

goodness-of-fit index can range from 0 to 1: excellent values 

are greater than 0.97 and admissible values are greater than 

0.95.17 Table 2 summarizes all fit indexes considered in 

this study.

Third, on the items of each of the obtained domains, a 

polytomous Rasch analysis was conducted using partial credit 

model.18 Rasch analysis gives the chance to verify how the real 

data fit the hypothesized data of a model that meets the rules 

of fundamental measurement properties.19,20 Precisely, the fit 

of each item with its domain was examined by computing 

Table 2 Fit indexes for seM and their optimal range

Index Goodness-of-fit measure

Good fit Acceptable fit

chi-square 0# chi-square #2 df 2, chi-square #3 df
p-value 0.05,p#1.00 0.01,p#0.05
chi-square/df 0# chi-square/df #2 2, chi-square/df #3
rMsea 0# rMsea #0.05 0.05, rMsea #0.08
p-value for 
test of close fit

0.10,p#1.00 0.05#p#0.10

srMr 0# srMr #0.05 0.05, srMr #0.10
NNFi 0.97, NNFi #1.00 0.95# NNFi #0.97
cFi 0.97, cFi #1.00 0.95# cFi #0.97
agFi 0.90, agFi #1.00 0.85# agFi #0.90

Abbreviations: AGFI, adjusted goodness-of-fit index; CFI, comparative fit index; 
df, degrees of freedom; NNFI, non-normed fit index; RMSEA, root mean square 
error of approximation; SEM, structural equation modeling; SRMR, standardized 
root mean square residual.
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the item fit statistics (for each domain). Items that do not fit 

chi-square criteria (p-value of chi-square statistic ,0.05) and 

items that are located outside of the Infit-mean-square (MSQ) 

statistic range between 0.75 and 1.3321 show erratic perfor-

mance, and the domain/questionnaire will perform better if 

such items are removed.22,23 Infit-MSQ values of about 1 are 

ideal by Rasch analysis and indicate local independence.

We used a series of the three data analysis techniques 

to accumulate, step-by-step, the benefits of each of them. 

We started from a PCA because it is a way of identifying 

patterns in data and expressing the data in such a way as to 

highlight their similarities and differences.

One of the main advantages of PCA is that we can find 

these patterns in the data without much loss of information. 

So, PCA is a dimensionality reduction approach. Any dimen-

sionality reduction approach, as the name suggests, is used to 

reduce the dimensionality of the data. We wanted to reduce 

the dimensionality, because of two primary reasons: original 

dimensionality could be too large and many of the dimensions 

could be highly correlated, hence redundant. However, in 

PCA, the set of data is simply explored and provides infor-

mation about the numbers of factors required to represent the 

data. In PCA, all measured variables are related to every latent 

variable. For these reasons, in a second phase, we applied 

CFA using SEM, because in CFA it is possible to specify the 

number of domains required in the data and which measured 

variable is related to a precise latent variable. CFA using 

SEM is a way to confirm or reject the measurement theory.

It is well known that for high-quality measurements, it 

is necessary to comply with the “fundamental measurement 

rules:” neither PCA nor CFA does this.24

For this reason, in a third phase, Rash analysis was con-

ducted taking into account the categorical/ordinal nature of 

the data.

Finally, the internal consistency was evaluated by the 

estimation of Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. The reliability of 

the instrument was estimated by the measure of its stability 

to the test/retest. To this aim, intra-class correlation coef-

ficients (ICCs) of singular items to scores of factors that 

emerged from the factorial analysis were calculated. Such 

evaluation was carried out on the subgroup of participants 

who were administered the questionnaire a second time, 

after 1 or 2 weeks.

External validation was carried out by calculating the 

coefficient of Pearson’s correlation among scores of the 

Walsh-IT and the FACES III and relating factors. All statisti-

cal analyses were carried out using the R-software25 (psych 

package for PCA;26 lavaan package for CFA;27 eRm package 

for Rasch analysis28).

Results
Pca
The Walsh-IT was tested for evidence of reliability using 

the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of internal consistency. The 

alpha coefficient was 0.946. Bartlett’s test indicated that the 

data are probably factorable (chi-square =6,589.572; df =465; 

p,0.0001). Kaiser Meyer Olkin Test measure of sampling 

adequacy was 0.95, which is considered an excellent value 

to analyze factorability. To test the component structure of 

the Walsh-IT, a PCA was carried out with varimax rotation. 

Both parallel analysis29 and minimum average partial crite-

ria30 suggested that the best number of domains is equal to 3 

(Figure 1), explaining 50.4% of the total variance.

PCA suggested a solution in which 16 items loaded 

strongly on the first domain, which accounted for 25.2% of 

the variance; 10 items loaded on the second domain, which 

accounted for 15.6% of the variance; and five items loaded 

on the third domain, which accounted for 9.6% of the vari-

ance. The results of the PCA of Walsh-IT are summarized 

in Table 3.

cFa using seM
In agreement with Schermelleh-Engel et al,15 Table 4 sum-

marizes the principal indexes of the goodness of fit used in 

our CFA. Generally, the variables are highly associated with 

the domain. Figure 2 shows the standardized structural coef-

ficients of the 31 items. The analysis shows that there are no 

significant correlations between item errors. The item values 

of the standardized structural coefficients are in the range of 

0.52–0.76, and the model results are acceptable.

rasch analysis on the three domains
Item fit statistics of three partial credit models18 on the items 

for each of the three domains are summarized in Table 5. For 

item reduction, we adopted the abovementioned chi-square 

criteria (p-value ,0.05) and the Infit-MSQ statistic value 

outside the range of 0.75–1.33.

Based on the results obtained from the Rasch analysis, 

items 10, 11, 16, 22, and 23 have been removed resulting in 

a short-form questionnaire (Walsh-IT-R) of 26 items.

The first domain D1, composed of 15 items, was re-

labeled as “shared beliefs and support” (SBS). SBS comprises 

values, beliefs, attitudes, and hypotheses that form a group of 

basic suppositions, activate emotional responses, form deci-

sions, and orientate action (item: eg, belonging to this domain 

is: we can count on the fact that members of the family are 

engaged to sustain each other through difficulties). In Walsh’s 

framework, the SBS of the family and their culture influence 

the experience “disease” and every dynamic phase of it.
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The second domain D2, composed of eight items, was 

relabeled as “family organization and interaction” (FOI). 

FOI refers to the family capacity to adapt after a crisis, by 

identifying collaborative solutions to overcome adversities, 

avoiding conflicts (item: eg, we believe we can learn and 

become stronger through life challenges). The third domain, 

composed of three items, was relabeled as “utilization of 

social resources” (USR). USR refers to the capacity to gain 

support from social and institutional organizations and rely on 

economic resources (item: eg, we can find support from rela-

tives, friends, neighbors, or community). The construction/

extension of large family and social connections represent 

the “natural cushions” in periods of crisis.

The final questionnaire item, an open question, asked respon-

dents to note, in addition, what had been especially helpful 

in dealing with their challenges. A total of 35 respondents 

(12 patients and 23 relatives) have suggested that pets, music, 

physical leisure activities, and reading were helpful to them.

analysis of problematic items
If an item is a “problematic item,” Rasch misfit indicates that 

the item is assessing anything in addition to, or other than, 

the property or domain of interest.

When misfit is due to chi-square it means that the invari-

ance property of the Rasch model is compromised, ie, the 

comparison between stimuli is not independent of the char-

acteristics of the subjects responding to the questionnaire. 

Therefore, if the chi-square is significant it means that the 

hierarchical ordering of the items varies across the domain 

when this item is included.

Figure 1 (A) Parallel analysis scree plot. The best domain number is where the actual data line rises above the simulated data line. (B) The minimum average partial criteria 
for estimating the optimal number of factors are plotted as a function of the increasing complexity and increasing number of factors.
Abbreviations: MAP, minimum average partial; PCA, principal component analysis.
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When misfit is due to Infit-MSQ, it signifies that a violation 

of the local independence property exists, ie, there is a signifi-

cant relationship between test items. The items used in a Rasch 

analysis are required to be independent of each other.19,23

Problematic items for the first domain “SBS”: the only 

problematic item in this domain is item 16 (at times of suf-

fering, there is strong guidance from parents/responsible 

family members who give assistance, help, and protection). 

For this item, we note a significant value of chi-square. This 

indicates a violation of the invariance property.

By referring to the text, it is possible to note that item 16 

is the only item that does not refer to terms such as “we” 

and “our.” Probably without “we” and “our,” it is hard to 

talk about SBS.

Table 3 Pca: standardized loadings based upon correlation matrix

Domains

Items First Second Third

Item 17: we can count on the fact that family members will help one another in difficulty 0.754 0.078 0.289
item 2: we try to make sense of our crisis situation and our choices 0.751 0.158 0.110
item 5: we encourage each other and we have the faith to overcome the problems we 
encounter

0.700 0.316 0.104

item 18: we feel good spending time and energy for our family 0.674 0.216 0.219
Item 1: we face our difficulties as a couple/family, rather than separately 0.668 0.146 0.265
item 7: we take an active attitude and persevere in our efforts to face and resolve problems 0.642 0.460 −0.012
Item 6: in facing difficulty, we rely on our strengths and we build up our potential 0.635 0.405 0.021
item 16: at times of suffering, there is strong guidance from parents/responsible family 
members who give assistance, help, and protection

0.616 0.074 0.327

item 25: we can express our opinions and be sincere with each other 0.609 0.274 0.201
item 29: we compare our varied possibilities and everyone contributes in the main decisions 0.597 0.202 0.279
item 3: we look at our problems as a challenge that we can face and manage 0.587 0.338 0.042
item 9: our family shares values and important aims 0.577 0.247 0.134
Item 4: we trust in the possibility of overcoming our difficulties 0.568 0.344 0.119
item 26: we can express many different emotions (joy, pain, anger, fear) 0.523 0.322 0.338
item 24: we are coherent with what we say and do 0.520 0.289 0.215
item 15: at destabilizing moments, we can offer stability and reliability 0.506 0.452 0.227
item 11: we take spiritual satisfaction from nature or the creative arts 0.036 0.682 0.259
item 13: our sufferance has made us more understanding and willing to help others 0.317 0.677 0.076
item 12: we believe we can learn and become stronger through our challenges 0.288 0.645 0.190
Item 14: we are flexible in facing unforeseen events and adapting to new challenges 0.397 0.631 −0.010
item 10: whenever there are problems, we draw on spiritual resources such as faith, prayer, 
meditation, rites, and/or the religious community

0.100 0.548 0.367

item 8: we take the opportunity to change whatever is possible and try to accept whatever 
cannot be changed

0.495 0.513 −0.102

item 30: we focus on our aims/goals and try to reach them, learning from successes and 
mistakes

0.489 0.493 0.196

item 27: we can show understanding, accept differences, and avoid negative judgments 0.376 0.488 0.323
item 31: we plan and prepare for the future to prevent and manage crises 0.397 0.456 0.330
item 28: during periods of stress, we share humor and feeling good and this helps us face up 
to problems

0.409 0.455 0.253

item 22: we have access to community resources, eg, health services, social workers, etc 0.027 0.102 0.702
item 20: we can trust in the help of relatives, friends, neighbors, and the community 0.354 −0.075 0.618
Item 21: we have economic security to be able to overcome difficult times 0.119 0.177 0.600
item 23: we can get clear information about our problems and choices 0.223 0.35 0.504
item 19: we have dreams that we want to realize and which inspire us from others who 
have achieved them and who are role models for us

0.245 0.314 0.462

Note: Values in bold show in which domain the value of standardized loadings is higher.
Abbreviation: Pca, principal component analysis.

Table 4 Model goodness-of-fit indexes of the 31-item question-
naire

Index Goodness-of-fit 
measure

chi-square 1,384.546
p-value ,0.001
df 431
chi-square/df 1.81
rMsea 0.07
p-value for test of close fit 0.17
srMr 0.05
NNFi 0.95
cFi 0.96
agFi 0.87

Abbreviations: AGFI, adjusted goodness-of-fit index; CFI, comparative fit index; 
df, degrees of freedom; NNFI, non-normed fit index; RMSEA, root mean square 
error of approximation; SRMR, standardized root mean square residual.
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Problematic items for the second domain “FOI”: there 

are two problematic items in this domain, item 10 (whenever 

there are problems, we draw on spiritual resources such as 

faith, prayer, meditation, rites, and/or the religious com-

munity) and item 11 (we take spiritual satisfaction from 

nature or the creative arts). For both items, it is possible to 

observe a significant value of chi-square, ie, two violations 

of the invariance property. These items are the only ones to 

refer to “spiritual contents.” Evidently, “spiritual contents” 

are not part of the FOI.

Problematic items for the third domain “USR”: even in 

this domain there are two problematic items, item 22 (we have 

access to community resources, eg, health services, social 

workers, etc) and item 23 (we can get clear information 

about our problems and choices). For both items, the misfit 

is due to the Infit-MSQ value. Therefore, we registered two 

violations of the local independence property. Looking at the 

texts of the items, it can be concluded that “to have access to 

community resources” and “to get clear information about 

problems/choices” do not mean “to gain support from social/

institutional organizations and economic resources” (USR).

analysis of the relationship between 
subject characteristics and item 
responses
To test whether there were differences between subject 

characteristics and item responses, we used linear mixed 

Figure 2 Path diagram with standardized structural coefficients of the 31-item questionnaire.
Notes: All coefficients in the model are statistically significant at p-value of ,0.05. D1, first domain; D2, second domain; D3, third domain.

Table 5 Item fit statistics of the items for each of the three 
domains

Domain Items Chi-square df p-value Infit-MSQ

D1 item 17 311.545 420 1.000 0.765
item 2 333.443 420 0.998 0.822
item 5 309.087 420 1.000 0.782
item 18 338.187 420 0.998 0.823
item 1 377.592 420 0.932 0.939
item 7 342.735 420 0.997 0.843
item 6 344.363 420 0.997 0.870
Item 16 546.775 420 0.000* 1.074
item 25 363.255 420 0.978 0.915
item 29 441.163 420 0.229 1.063
item 3 452.635 420 0.128 1.070
item 9 442.980 420 0.211 1.069
item 4 435.489 420 0.290 1.009
item 26 405.225 420 0.688 0.981
item 24 440.368 420 0.237 1.087
item 15 400.593 420 0.744 0.967

D2 Item 11 469.925 420 0.046* 1.027
item 13 308.787 420 1.000 0.767
item 12 341.402 420 0.998 0.816
item 14 357.025 420 0.988 0.866
Item 10 479.943 420 0.023* 1.172
item 8 413.055 420 0.586 1.009
item 30 329.896 420 1.000 0.792
item 27 352.339 420 0.993 0.836
item 31 367.865 420 0.968 0.894
item 28 382.590 420 0.905 0.915

D3 Item 22 296.764 420 1.000 0.707*
item 20 383.358 420 0.899 0.904
item 21 345.981 420 0.996 0.818
Item 23 297.871 420 1.000 0.701*
item 19 401.985 420 0.728 0.966

Notes: Bold characters show the eliminated items. asterisks show if the elimination 
is due to the fact that the item did not comply with the chi-square and/or Infit-MSQ 
statistic criteria. D1, first domain; D2, second domain; D3, third domain.
Abbreviations: df, degrees of freedom; MSQ, mean square.
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models (LMMs). The analysis was performed after having 

checked for the normality of distribution of the data (using 

Shapiro test and Levene test in R’s stats package).25 LMM 

expands the set of linear models so that the dependent vari-

able is linearly related to the factors and covariates through 

a specified link function. LMM allows for the dependent 

variable to have a non-normal distribution and for random 

effects to be taken into account (effects related to individual 

experimental units randomly selected from a population 

that allow the consideration of variations between groups 

that might change the dependent variable) simultaneously 

with fixed factors (the usual linear predictors). This gives 

the opportunity to analyze clustered data, repeated and 

longitudinal measurements, multivariate observations, 

etc, with accommodation of covariates. For the aforesaid 

reasons, we used the Imer functions in the Ime4 package of 

the R software environment for statistical computing and 

graphics.31 We performed mixed-model analysis of vari-

ance (ANOVA) tables (type 3 test) via likelihood ratio tests 

implemented in the afex package of the R software.32 Sex, 

age, illness, education, marital status, occupation, living 

situation, and income were considered as fixed effects, and 

the patient’s ID as random effect. In LMMs, random effects 

are used when: if one of the variable levels is replaced by 

another level the study would be essentially unchanged; if the 

levels do no exhaust the possibilities of the variable; when 

we want to generalize beyond the levels that we currently 

have; and when individual experimental units are randomly 

extracted from the population. Walsh-IT-R item responses 

were the dependent variable. There were no significant dif-

ferences in the subjects’ responses (Table 6).

Furthermore, in the Rasch model, the item calibration 

is sample free. This means that when the data fit the Rasch 

model the items are independent of the differences between 

the people. So, the fixed effects (Table 6) will not signifi-

cantly affect the properties of the items.16,23

internal consistency and reliability
The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of the three factors of 

the Walsh-IT-R were α=0.928 for SBS, α=0.863 for FOI, 

and α=0.565 for USR. With regard to the FACES III ques-

tionnaire, the Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of the Real 

Family Scale (RFS), Adaptability (RFS-AD) and Cohesion 

(RFS-COH) factors were α=0.849, α=0.873, and α=0.653, 

respectively, while the Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of 

the Ideal Family Scale (IFS), Adaptability (IFS-AD) and 

Cohesion (IFS-COH) factors were: α=0.881, α=0.881, and 

α=0.753, respectively.

Test/retest reliability
A total of 175 subjects (40 patients and 135 relatives), 41% 

of the sample, repeated the Walsh-IT-R after 1–2 weeks. 

Across all the items and the three Walsh-IT-R factors, a high 

agreement between repeated measurements – with an ICC of 

0.98–0.99 for the items 1–31, and an ICC of 0.99 for SBS, 

0.98 for FOI, 0.98 for USR, and 0.99 for the Walsh-IT-R 

total sum – was found.

concurrent validation
A correlation analysis was performed to test the external 

validity of the Walsh-IT-R reconstruction. The results of the 

Pearson’s correlation analysis between the Walsh-IT-R and 

FACES III factors are summarized in Table 7, and Table 8 

summarizes only the associations between the patients’ report 

on Walsh-IT-R and FACES III.

There was significant correlation between the domain 

scores of Walsh-IT-R and the domains scores of FACES III. 

The total score of the Walsh-IT-R (sum Walsh-IT-R) was 

strongly correlated with the total score of FACES III RFS 

(sum RFS; r=0.68; p,0.0001). It is also interesting to note 

the parallel between the Walsh-IT-R total sum and the RFS-

COH (r=0.68; p,0.0001), that measures family cohesion.

Furthermore, the correlation of the total score of the 

Walsh-IT-R with the FACES III IFS (sum IFS) and its sub-

scales (IFS-COH, IFS-AD) was low to moderate (r=0.36, 

r=0.40, and r=0.22, respectively; p,0.0001) – which 

was reasonable because the Walsh-IT-R was supposed to 

measure the characteristics of the real family. The same 

results were found with regard to the three factors of the 

Walsh-IT-R resulting from the statistical analysis. The 

factors SBS and FOI showed a strong positive correla-

tion with the total score of the RFS (sum RFS; r=0.68 and 

r=0.58, respectively; p,0.0001), and a lower index for 

USR (r=0.46; p,0.0001). Basic statistics and percen-

tiles of the Walsh-IT-R factors are summarized in Table 9.

Table 6 Mixed-model aNOVa tables (type 3 tests)

Fixed effect df Chi-square p-value

sex 1 2.75 0.10
education 2 2.64 0.27
Occupation 5 8.97 0.11
living situation 1 0.10 0.76
income 1 0.12 0.73
illness 6 2.62 0.85
age 1 1.26 0.26

Note: results of the analysis of the relationship between subject characteristics 
and item responses.
Abbreviations: ANOVA, analysis of variance; df, degrees of freedom.
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Discussion
The aim of this study was to assess resilience in families who 

have a member suffering from a chronic disease by adapting 

and validating the Walsh-IT-R.

The results obtained have highlighted that the Walsh-IT-R 

showed good psychometric properties: internal consistency 

is high (α=0.946) and its three factors explain 50.4% of the 

total variance.

To prove that items are not interpreted differently by 

the subjects, as agreement index, we also report “Rasch 

reliability person separation index.”21,23 High reliability of 

persons means that there is a high probability that persons 

estimated with high measures of resilience actually do have 

higher measures than persons estimated with low measures. 

The value of this index is very high: 0.944. This implies that 

the questionnaire is sensitive enough to distinguish between 

high and low performers.

The factor structure found in the current study clustered 

the items slightly differently than in the original domains in 

which the core processes were located. In particular, some 

items expected to load in the original dimension “family beliefs 

system,” in this study relabeled as SBS, appear to load more 

in the second domain, in this study relabeled as FOI, and con-

versely. Furthermore, the third original dimension “communi-

cation processes and problem solving” seems to be transversal 

to the two first domains because most of its items load better 

in SBS or in FOI. Finally, the third dimension found in the 

current study, relabeled as USR, is somewhat original because 

it clusters a small number of items related to the capacity to 

gain support from social and institutional organizations.

The difference in the three domains that emerged in 

this study may be attributed to several variables in the 

study of resilience4 including: 1) the construct resilience 

complexity – it should be noted that meta-analysis of studies 

Table 8 correlation analysis between the Walsh-iT-r and Faces iii questionnaire scores considering only the associations between 
the patients’ responses

N=129 Sum 
Walsh-IT-R

Sum RFS Sum IFS Walsh-IT-R 
SBS

Walsh-IT-R 
FOI

Walsh-IT-R 
USR

RFS-COH RFS-AD IFS-COH

sum rFs 0.67**
sum iFs 0.40** 0.55**
Walsh-iT-r sBs 0.98** 0.68** 0.39**
Walsh-iT-r FOi 0.91** 0.56** 0.39** 0.83**
Walsh-iT-r Usr 0.68** 0.47** 0.24** 0.60** 0.49**
rFs-cOh 0.65** 0.91** 0.51** 0.66** 0.53** 0.47**
rFs-aD 0.52** 0.86** 0.47** 0.52** 0.45** 0.36** 0.57**
iFs-cOh 0.42** 0.56** 0.90** 0.41** 0.40** 0.26** 0.60** 0.36**
iFs-aD 0.30** 0.43** 0.89** 0.28** 0.29** 0.17* 0.30** 0.47** 0.60**

Notes: Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r). **All coefficients are significant (p,0.001). *All coefficients are significant (p,0.05).
Abbreviations: FACES III, Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scale III; FOI, family organization and interaction; IFS, Ideal Family Scale; IFS-AD, IFS Adaptability; 
IFS-COH, IFS Cohesion; RFS, Real Family Scale; RFS-AD, RFS Adaptability; RFS-COH, RFS Cohesion; SBS, shared beliefs and support; USR, utilization of social resources; 
Walsh-iT-r, italian version of the Walsh Family resilience Questionnaire, short version.

Table 7 correlation analysis between the Walsh-iT-r and Faces iii questionnaire score

N=421 Sum 
Walsh-IT-R

Sum RFS Sum IFS Walsh-IT-R 
SBS

Walsh-IT-R 
FOI

Walsh-IT-R 
USR

RFS-COH RFS-AD IFS-COH

sum rFs 0.68**
sum iFs 0.36** 0.48**
Walsh-iT-r sBs 0.97** 0.68** 0.33**
Walsh-iT-r FOi 0.91** 0.58** 0.34** 0.82**
Walsh-iT-r Usr 0.64** 0.46** 0.28** 0.54** 0.49**
rFs-cOh 0.68** 0.90** 0.44** 0.69** 0.57** 0.44**
rFs-aD 0.48** 0.83** 0.39** 0.47** 0.41** 0.35** 0.50**
iFs-cOh 0.40** 0.48** 0.91** 0.38** 0.37** 0.29** 0.54** 0.26**
iFs-aD 0.22** 0.37** 0.87** 0.19** 0.22** 0.20** 0.23** 0.45** 0.58**

Notes: Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r). **All coefficients are significant (p,0.001).
Abbreviations: FACES III, Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scale III; FOI, family organization and interaction; IFS, Ideal Family Scale; IFS-AD, IFS Adaptability; 
IFS-COH, IFS Cohesion; RFS, Real Family Scale; RFS-AD, RFS Adaptability; RFS-COH, RFS Cohesion; SBS, shared beliefs and support; USR, utilization of social resources; 
Walsh-iT-r, italian version of the Walsh Family resilience Questionnaire, short version.
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A limitation of the study is the low number of patients 

with a diagnosis of a particular illness. This did not permit 

us to differentiate the results of the Walsh-IT-R for fami-

lies contending with a specific illness. This aspect may be 

addressed in future studies considering the role of a specific 

complication in challenging family resilience skills. How-

ever, despite this limitation, the questionnaire was shown 

to be adequate for the assessment of the main processes of 

family resilience with serious and chronic health and mental 

health challenges.

When living with a severe chronic disease (ie, chronic 

cardiac failure), a disability (multiple sclerosis) or a mental 

illness (mood disorders), patients and their families must 

pace themselves to avoid burnout, rebalance relationships and 

caregiving cues,34 and reorganize their needs and resources 

to survive crisis and symptoms that accompany chronic 

illnesses in the long term.35

Recent studies have indicated that families possess their 

own capacity and resources to confront adversities, and by 

potentiating internal relationship processes the negative 

effects of crisis can be reduced,36–38 or lead to an improvement 

in the quality of life of each member of the family.39

In clinical practice, it is useful to have an instrument to 

guide initial evaluation of family resilience, identification of 

specific strengths and resources, targeting of transactional 

processes to strengthen through interventions, and follow-up 

of changes over time.

Since family resilience involves dynamic processes, 

not stereotyped traits, the questionnaire offers a profile of 

principal processes of family resilience. The questionnaire 

ratings for various items and the total score can be used to 

track the changes that the family makes, and the strengths 

that are more or less helpful in its passage over time when 

confronting stressful challenges with a chronic disease.3

Conclusion
The questionnaire rating for various items and total score 

is valid to observe how families do change and find more 

or less helpful resources as time goes by dealing with the 

continuous challenges of a chronic disease.

As a methodological note, we want to highlight two key 

future goals: to improve the use of multigroups for studies 

conducted by structural equation, with special attention to 

the goodness of the experimental data; to prove the Walsh-

IT-R admissibility using different subjects from those used 

in this study.

From a methodological point of view, we intend to high-

light two principal questions of the current study: the first 

Table 9 Basic statistics and percentiles of Walsh-iT-r domains

SBS FOI USR Sum 
Walsh-IT-R

smallest 18 9 3 30
largest 75 40 15 129
Mean 55.24 27.83 9.24 92.32
sD 9.80 5.27 2.34 15.83
skewness −0.12 0.02 −0.03 0.00
Kurtosis 0.0 0.21 −0.17 0.24
Percentiles

95 72 37 13 122
90 68 34 12 112
85 65 33 12 108
80 64 32 11 105
75 62 31 11 102
70 60 30 10 100
65 59 30 10 98
60 58 29 10 96
55 57 28 10 94
50 55 28 9 92
45 54 27 9 90
40 53 26 9 88
35 52 25 8 86
30 50 25 8 83
25 48 25 8 81
20 47 24 7 79
15 45 23 7 76
10 43 22 6 74
5 40 20 5 70

Note: The numbers in bold indicate the limits from 25% to 75% of a normal range 
limit.
Abbreviations: FOI, family organization and interaction; SBS, shared beliefs and 
support; USR, utilization of social resources; Walsh-IT-R, Italian version of the 
Walsh Family resilience Questionnaire, short version.

using individual resilience instruments has found instability 

in factor analysis;33 2) the overlapping and recursive nature 

of transactional processes, eg, respondents might access 

spiritual resources (faith), family rituals, and practices (orga-

nizational/relational; and externally by faith congregations/

clergy support); 3) cultural differences, Italians are known 

as more emotional than American people; 4) wording dif-

ferences, adaptation in Italian language may slightly change 

the meaning of the sentence.

Therefore, this location (factor) difference of specific 

items is not important in the utility of the scale for research 

and clinical practice, since it successfully taps the question-

naire items that measure the core processes in the Walsh 

framework. Moreover, the concurrent validity of the Walsh-

IT-R was confirmed by the medium-to-high correlations 

with the FACES III scales, and the test/retest reliability was 

supported by good ICC values.

The reliability of the test/retest of the Walsh-IT-R showed 

a high and significant correlation (ICC =0.98–0.99) between 

the results from the first and the second assessment, indicating 

a good temporal stability of the constructs investigated.
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one will be to improve the use of multigroups inside studies 

achieved through the structural equation, paying greater 

attention to the goodness-of-fit of the collected data; the 

second aim will be to test the Walsh-IT-R acceptability in 

different participants from those used to achieve the reported 

validation/reduction.

Studies by Erhart et al40 and Prieto et al41 have compared 

item reduction analysis based on classical test theory with 

analysis based on the Rasch partial credit model item fit. 

The results support the usability of the Rasch method, espe-

cially to obtain a better metric quality. For these reasons, 

in the current study, we have added together the benefits of 

factor analysis to the benefits of the Rasch model.
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